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GOAINTL – Visa Type

Visa Type (GORVISA_VTYP_CODE)

MTSU Notes:
VISA TYPE CODES used to determine International enrollment (per International Affairs on 12/7/11) are
1F, 1J, B1, B2, E1, E2, EA, F1, F2, FN, FO, FT, H1, H4, J1, J2, JA, K1, K3, L1, L2, N, PR, R1, R2, TN.

RSIAPPL – Application Decision

Application Decision (SARAPPD_APDC_CODE)

MTSU Notes:
Admission decision codes that cause a PipelineMT account to be automatically generated are 15, 21, 23, 26, 27, 28, 29, 35, 81, CC, CD, CP, CU, DU, EL, FC, IN, LC, LD, LF, LP, LR, LT, N2, N3, N4, NC and PR.

SAAADMS – Application Decision

Application Decision (SARAPPD_APDC_CODE)

MTSU Notes:
Admission decision codes that cause a PipelineMT account to be automatically generated are 15, 21, 23, 26, 27, 28, 29, 35, 81, CC, CD, CP, CU, DU, EL, FC, IN, LC, LD, LF, LP, LR, LT, N2, N3, N4, NC and PR.

SAADCRV - Decision Code

Decision Code (SARAPPD_APDC_CODE)

MTSU Notes:
Admission decision codes that cause a PipelineMT account to be automatically generated are 15, 21, 23, 26, 27, 28, 29, 35, 81, CC, CD, CP, CU, DU, EL, FC, IN, LC, LD, LF, LP, LR, LT, N2, N3, N4, NC and PR.

SFAREGS - Maximum Hours

Maximum Hours (SFBETRM_MHRS_OVER)

MTSU Notes:
Registration, Enrollment Information - Maximum Hours Note
18.001 = Online Course Exception
18.002 = Varicella One-Semester Extension
**SOAHSCH - Years Taken**

**Years Taken**

High School Subjects – Years Taken

- **1**: Denotes completion
- **99**: In progress
- **20**: High School students/Governor School
- **25**: Approved waiver for Handicap
- **30**: Foreign Language Proficiency
- **50**: Attended International School

**MTSU Notes:**

- **SOAHBJ_SUBJ_YEARS**

**SOAPCOL - Transfer Hours**

**Transfer Hours**

At MTSU, attempted hours are entered in the Transfer Hours field.

Use BDMS to view additional details such as earned or GPA hours.

**MTSU Notes:**

- **SORDEGR_HOURS_TRANSFERRED**

**SOATEST - Test Code/Test Score**

**Test Code/Test Score**

- Test Code UCAD has scores as follows:
  - **GDMT**: GraduateMT
  - **RCNT**: TN Reconnect
  - **CPBR**: Corporate Partnership: Bridgestone

- Test Codes **PTxxxx** (ARAB/CHIN/FREN/GERM/HEBR/ITAL/JAPN/LATN/PORT/RUSS/SPAN) have scores as follows:
  - **1**: xxxx 1010
  - **2**: xxxx 1020
  - **3**: xxxx 2010
  - **4**: xxxx 2020
  - **5**: xxxx 3010 (except HEBR & LATN--call FLL Dept; SPAN 3010 or 3020)

- Test Code **TSR** is used when 6 +/- score difference is identified after internal review and score is removed until Testing Agency confirms validity. Scores mean the following:
  - **C**: MTSU Internal Review Pending
  - **I**: Inquiry made to Testing Agency and Pending Response
  - **R**: Accepted Score Based on MTSU Internal Review.
  - **N**: Valid Score Confirmed by Testing Agency
Test Code/Test Score (SORTEST_TESC_CODE) continued

Y=Score Cancelled by Testing Agency

Test Code GRPR has scores as follows:
- ACT--Meets Prerequisites for MACC in Accounting
- CIS--Meets Prerequisites for MS in Information Systems
- FIN--Meets Prerequisites for MS in Finance
- MBA--Meets Prerequisites for MBA Program
- MGT--Meets Prerequisites for MS in Management

Test Code GD & GT has scores as follows:
- C_DDDD_MMMM C=Completed, DDDD=Degree Code, MMMM=Major Code
- I_DDDD_MMMM I=Incomplete, DDDD=Degree Code, MMMM=Major Code
- N_DDDD_MMMM N=Non-Thesis Option, DDDD=Degree Code, MMMM=Major Code

Test Code GC & GP & GWL has scores as follows:
- P_DDDD_MMMM P=Pass, DDDD=Degree Code, MMMM=Major Code
- F_DDDD_MMMM F=Fail, DDDD=Degree Code, MMMM=Major Code

Test Code TDEG (Teacher Educ: Degree) has scores as follows:
- ND=Non-Degree
- D=Degree

Test Code TLVL (Teacher Educ: Level) has scores as follows:
- P=Post Bach/Graduate
- U=Undergraduate

Test Code TPT (Teacher Educ: Program Type) has scores as follows:
- A=Advanced
- I=Initial
- NL=Non-Licensure

Test Code TPW (Teacher Educ: Pathway) has scores as follows:
- AO=Add-On
- JE=Job-Embedded
- NL=Non-Licensure
- P=Practicum
- ST=Student Teaching

Test Codes E26-E499 (Endorsement Codes) have scores as follows:
- A=Active
- C=Completer
- I=Inactive
MTSU Notes:
ID Type of SAxx (Students using Terms Ranges) and SExx (Non-MTSU Employees using Dates) and the Additional Identification information is used in conjunction with the characters below to reflect services for which a special access group has been approved. On Students, the term code range will reflect the start and end term for which the services are valid. On Non-MTSU Employees, the date range (YYYYMMDD) will reflect the start and end dates for which the services are valid. The end term/date will be updated if the Student is no longer eligible or the Employee leaves. Supervisors of the Non-MTSU Employee should notify Kim Baily in Academic Affairs or Enrollment Technical Services (ETS) if this information needs to be updated. An annual review process will also be completed by ETS to verify all groups are still valid.

Student Format:  YYYYTT-YYYYTTxxx (Start Term - End Term codes below, i.e., 201580-201750AIKRS)

Non-MTSU Employee Format: YYYYMMDD-YYYYMMDDxxx (Start Date - End Date codes below, i.e., 20160617-99999999EI)

A=Athletics
B=Study Abroad
C=Counseling Center
D=Door/key/parking garage system
E=Email/PipelineMT
H=Health Services
I=ID Card
K=Parking
L=Library
M=Meal Plan
P=Post Office
R=Rec Ctr
S=Student Events (CollegiateLink/MyMT)
V=Rave Emergency System
Z=ezproxy

Student:
SABL--Blackman Collegiate Academy = AIRS

Non-MTSU Employee:
SEMS--Military Science Employees = EI
SEVC--Veteran Center Employees = DEI
SEAA--Academic Affairs Employees = IL
SEGB--Govern Board = EILRZ
STVAPDC - Decision Code

**Decision Code**

(STVAPDC_CODE)

MTSU Notes:

Admission decision codes that cause a PipelineMT account to be automatically generated are 15, 21, 23, 26, 27, 28, 29, 35, 81, CC, CD, CP, CU, DU, EL, FC, IN, LC, LD, LF, LP, LR, LT, N2, N3, N4, NC and PR.

STVAPDC - Voice Response Message

**Voice Response Message**

(STVAPDC_VR_MSG_NO)

MTSU Notes:

111 in the Voice Response Message field indicates decisions that are eligible for the CUSTOMS Eligible Students file.

111 or 211 in the Voice Response Message field indicates decisions fed to Radius related to Initial Admit Date.

STVHLDD - Voice Message

**Voice Message**

(STVHLDD_VR_MSG_NO)

MTSU Notes:

111 in the Voice Message field controls which holds can be released in SSB under the Faculty Services tab, Advisor Menu, Advised Student-Release Advising Hold link. Simply add or remove 111 to control which holds can be released and no coding changes are needed.

STVMAJR - Voice Response Message Number

**Voice Response Message Number**

(STVMAJR_VR_MSG_NO)

MTSU Notes:

Codes in the Voice Response Message Number field:

- 2 Indicates Concentration in TTP. Use on SOAPCOL in Conc field for UTP degrees.
- 3 Indicates this Health Science concentration leads to a MTSU bachelor's degree.

STVRSTS - Source or Background Institution

**Status Code**

(STVRSTS_CODE)

MTSU Notes:

RSTS Codes are hard coded in EAB. Any additional codes added to STVRSTS will require review/correction of the various EAB interface scripts.
STVTESC - Assessment Data

Assessment Data
(STVTESC_ASSESSMENT_FORM)

MTSU Notes:
Assessment Data:

A 1 in the Assessment Data field indicates this is a test score that feeds from SOATEST to EAB/SSC Campus under the Term Details link in the HIGH SCHOOL/PRE-COLLEGE section at the bottom. Add 1 to any other test scores that needs to feed or remove to stop feeding. No code change will be needed in EAB interface script (OSF_SE_STUDENT_EXAM).

STVTESC – Voice Response Message Number

Voice Response Message Number
(STVTESC_VR_MSG_NO)

MTSU Notes:
Voice Response Message Number:

A 111 in the Voice Response Message Number field indicates this is a test score used in EAB/SSC Campus Groups. Add 111 to any other test scores if incorporated into the OSF_SGR_STUDENT_GROUPS interface script with EAB/SSC Campus.

A 999 in the Voice Response Message Number field indicates this is a Major Field Test used by IEPR to load test scores. Use the SDE to see if the major code on STVMAJR doesn't match the test code on STVTESC.